10 steps to finding the

of your rangeland
An important element of the EBIPM Cost/Benefit analysis is finding the maximum biomass
production of your rangeland. Production potential can vary from one acre to the next depending on
the soil and a number of other variables.
The USDA-NRCS has an online tool that allows the user to rate virtually any location or
management area within the U.S. and calculate a number of suitabilities and limitations, including
potential vegetative productivity.
To help you, we have provided this step-by-step guide to finding the maximum biomass production
of your rangeland. Follow the 10 simple steps below and you’ll learn the maximum possible biomass
of your location of interest.
Keep in mind, this is an estimate of the maximum possible biomass in a favorable year based on
the soils at the site and other information available from the USDA-NRCS.
Open a window in the internet browser of your choice and type Web Soil Survey
into your search bar or click the following link:
http://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov/app/HomePage.htm
You will be directed to the site illustrated by the image below.

Click on the big green button labeled “START WSS”.

Use the cross hairs and the “+” “-“ and hand button to navigate to your property.

Once you have navigated to your own property, use the Area of Interest tool,
either the polygon or square, to outline the area on which you will be
implementing your treatment. A rough outline is enough as the soil data is not exact anyway, and
we are mostly looking for an average.

Change from the Area of Interest tab over to the “Soil Data Explorer” tab.

Now make sure you have the “Sustainability and Limitations for Use” tab
selected on the second row of tabs.

Expand the “Vegetative Productivity” information by clicking on the
question mark.

Now select the “Range
Production (Favorable
Year)” sub tab.

With the “Vegetative
Productivity” tab further
extended, now click one of the “View Rating”
buttons that should be showing.

Wait for the program to run and then collect the data. The number provided is the
value you should use for the “maximum possible biomass”. This will be under the
“Rating (pounds per acre per year)”.

